Hybrid methods for B-cell epitope prediction.
Many computational approaches to B-cell epitope prediction have been published, including combinations of previously proposed methods, which complicates the tasks of further developing such computational approaches and of selecting those most appropriate for practical applications (e.g., the design of novel immunodiagnostics and vaccines). These tasks are considered together herein to clarify their close but often overlooked interrelationship, thereby providing a guide to their performance in mutual support of one another, with emphasis on key physicochemical and biological considerations that are relevant from an applications perspective. This aims to assist investigators in performing either or both tasks, with the overall goals of successfully applying computational tools towards practical ends and of generating informative new data towards iterative improvement of the tools, particularly as regards the design of peptide-based immunogens for eliciting the production of antipeptide antibodies that modulate biological activity of protein targets via functionally relevant cross-reactivity in relation to the phenomena of protein folding and protein disorder.